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Skald sagas pathfinder

A shaft is, in a nutshell, a Viking bard. In the real world, it was the title of a class of poet-composers popular in the halls of Norwegian cultures, mostly Scandinavian and Icelandic, who made their living by receding epic sagas involving heroes both historical and mythical because there
wasn't much of a difference between the two at the time. Mostly, their money was given by the Norwegian leaders to put together poems to honor and commemorate the great acts of those leaders. Of course, Advanced Dungeons &amp; Dragons tried to provide it as an option, once Bards
stopped being an insane example of multiclassing in its own right. The shaft first appeared as one of the bardic kits in The Complete Bards Handbook, where it was basically a more combat-capable bard, with increased weapons skill and a special War Chant buffing ability, although they are
less good at the more infest-like capabilities of the bard. The result is similar to, but other than, the Blade kit, which is more of a bardian swashbuckler. Subsequent editions have moved away from directly referring to the idea, but it survives in the /tg/lexicon as a shorthand name for the
Bard-barian concept; a multiclassified Bard/Barbarian that can mix the bard's support role with greater melee combat capability. The blend isn't necessarily the most harmonious, but it's more a problem with multiclassing as a whole. Pathfinder ran with the draft and the scale a bard/bararian
mix in the Advanced Class Guide, which contains similar blent classes. It gets martial badge/medium armor skill, like a barbaric, but its signature power is a rage song, which puts all listeners in barbaric rage. They even get a suite of rage powers that they can apply to the song in the
process. As variant Bards, Scalding is still level 3. Furious song is less useful from the fight than Inspire is, but acquiring Spell Kenning to pull utility games out of their ass makes up for it. 4th edition brought Skalds back as a whole new subclass for bards through their Heroes of the Feywild
source book. Hybrid Arcane/Martial Leaders, they have the ability to replace Charisma for Power when making one-handed melee weapon attacks, get some bonus Daily Bard powers, and have the Skald's Aura class power, which lets allies spend healing surges as a small action
1/encounter. Plus, with how hybrid classification worked, the Bardbarian was probably easier to pull off here than in 3rd edition. D&amp;D 5e has a College of Valor bard subclass, which functions roughly along the lines of the Shade kit, being a more frontline fighter variant of the bard,
compared to the magic-focused College of Lore bard or the swashbuckling College of Swords bard. Religion[edit] Andronus, the shade Heroes of the Feywild. For another meaning of Skald, please see Skald (language). Like bards, scalds use their performance talents to inspire allies. The
shade's nature, however, distorts this inspiration in calls for heroic anger. As scholars sign and rethink their stories of bravery and competence in battle; as artists, their nuanced and multidimensional creativity reflect their ability to mimic a versatile range of magical abilities. And in combat,
shafts push ahead with the front lines in melee combat to better experience the bloody stories they'll tell for the entire year to come. [1] This page is a stub. You can help us by expanding it. Regions Skalds are most common among the Ulfen tribes in the lands of the Linnorm Kings, where
they weave epic sagas of song and brutal poetry, and attest to the achievements of prospective Linnorm Kings. [2] Elsewhere on Golarion, shafts are found under: Races There are no known restrictions on the race of a damage. Religions This section is a stub. You can help us by
expanding it. References – Jason ^ Bulmahn. (2013). Advanced Class Guide Playthest, p. 34. Paizo Publishing, LLC. ^ 2.0 2.1 2.2 Dennis Baker, et al. (2014). Advanced Class Origin, p. 18. Paizo Inc. ISBN 978-1-60125-674-4 ^ Dennis Baker, et al. (2014). Advanced Class Origin, p. 4.
Paizo Inc. ISBN 978-1-60125-674-4 ^ Dennis Baker, et al. (2014). Advanced Class Origin, p. 19. Paizo Inc. ISBN 978-1-60125-674-4 ^ Alexander Augunas, John Compton and Crystal Frasier. (2016). Blood of the Beast, p. Paizo Inc. ISBN 978-1-60125-901-1 Last Updated: October 15,
2018 I support a limited subset of Pathfinder's rules content. If you want help with Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to provide additional assistance. RPGBOT uses the color coding scheme that has become common under Pathfinder build
textbooks. Also note that many colored items are also links to the Paizo SRD. Red: Bad, useless options, or options that are extremely situational. Orange: OK options, or useful options that apply only in rare circumstances Green: Good options. Blue: Fantastic options, often essential for
the function of your character. Introduction The Shaft is a mesh of the Barbarian and the Bard. A bardbarian, if you will. The Shaft borrows a bit of the Barbarian's combat options but leans more heavily toward the Bard in terms of class abilities. The Shaft is primarily a Face and Support
class, but can serve as a Defender, Scout, Striker or Utility Caster with the right skills and accomplishments. Skald Class Features Hit Points: Considering the Shaft is supposed to b share Barbarian, I expect at least d10 hit points. d8 is common for high-skill characters like the Bard and
Rogue, but it makes melee combat dangerous. Base Attack Bonus: 2/3 BAB. Save: Good Fortitude and Will save. Be sure to get some agility to your AC and Reflex Boost. Prophysencies: Martial weapons, medium armor, shields, and you can spell in all that stuff. Fantastic. Skills: Despite a
fantastic skill list, the only get 4+ skill ranks, which severely limits your options. Baric Knowledge (Ex): This makes the Shaft and the Bard the best Librarians in the game. Cantrips: Fantastic, versatile and reliable. Spells: The Shaft has all the game abilities of a Bard, offering a decent array
of unique and interesting options. Furious Song (Su): A Altange version of the Bard's iconic Baric Music Ability. Like the Bard, the Skald gradually learns to start songs with smaller actions. Be sure to pick up Lingering Song so you can stretch the Shade's music rounds. Inspired rage (Su): A
bit like inspire courage, but more barbaric. Inspire Courage will stack up with Inspired Rage, so you can have two Bards in the party and give your party some really crazy buffs. On top of the base buffs, you finally get Rage Forces and DR at your Inspired Rage. Song from March (Su):
Really just helpful out of fights, but it effectively doubles your party's travel speed. Strong Anthem (Su): Many situations. Dirt from Doom (Su): A few levels later, you can trigger a song as a quick action, and that doesn't allow a rescue. Make your enemies shaken, and hit them with spells. It's
especially nice if you're a rescue or suck caster in the party. Song of the Fallen (Su): Depending on interpretation, it can allow you to get your allies back on their feet as your healer moves into position to cast Breath of Life. Even without that abuse case, it could be the difference between an
expensive defeat and a TPK. Scribe Scroll: Scribe Scroll really can't work for spontaneous casters. You get a ton of spells slots, and spontaneous casters usually only use roles for spells they don't know. And if you don't know a game, you can't make a role for it unless someone else in the
party can shed it. And if someone else in the party can cast it, why do you need a role? Ultimately, you could use Spell Kenning to access spells outside your game list, but at that point why not just use Game Kenning instead of sinking gold into a bunch of roles? Versatile performance (Ex):
This is a fantastic way to cover many skills without a bunch of skill ranks, but because the Scalding is limited to so few performance types, you can't really make us of more than one versatile performance. Oratory (Diplomacy, Symmotive): Three of the Shaft's most important skills in one
skill. Sense Motif is wisdom-based, so using Perform in Place of Sense Motive allows the Shed to use their high Charisma in place of wisdom. Percussion (Handle animal, intimidate): Handle animal is useless for a Shaft. Singing (Bluff, Sense Motive): On par with Oratory, but excess
because it also provides Sense Motif. String (Bluff, Diplomacy): Bluff and Diplomacy are both crucial, they are both already dependent on Charisma. Well versed (Ex): Many situations. Anger Powers (Ex): Anger Grant add a huge amount of utility and strength to Inspired Rage. Because it's
so easy for the Shald to stop and start an outrage, Rage Forces with once per rage restrictions are essentially meaningless. Choose Anger powers that complement your party's builds and tactics. For help with Rage Forces, see my Barbarian Rage Power Breakdown. Uncanny Dodge (Ex):
Situations. Game Kenning (Su): Hugely improves the Shade's versatility, and removes the need to learn situational useful play. Lore Master (Ex): Significantly improves the Shade's reliability as a librarian. Improved Uncanny Dodge (Ex): Many situations. Harm Reduction (Ex): Not very DR,
but DR/ - in any quantity is fantastic. Plus, you share with your allies. Master Shaft (Su): It's insanely good. This buffs Inspired Rage, makes Barbarians work better with the Shaft, and adds a partial Haste effect. Capabilities The Shaft is primarily a melee character, but the Shaft's skills and



play make it extremely very CRAZY. You need to make some cuts, so plan your ability statements carefully. As you grow in tier, buying a belt can be most effective at buying small bonuses to every ability instead of big bonuses for one. Str: The Scald is designed to be a melee class, so the
Skald needs a little power to get through in melee. Inspired anger will help a little, but the Shaft should have a good baseline before Inspired Rage. You can cut Power a little if you choose to focus on thrown weapons, but you still need power for damage. Dex: 16 Agility will fill in a
breastplate or Mithral Full Plate, and the Shed needs enough AC to compensate for d8 hit points. Con: The Skald is a melee class with d8 hit points, so it's never safe to have low Constitution. Int: All you get is skill points, but you only get 4+ skill ranks to take advantage of your excellent
skill list, so more Intelligence is a great idea. Show: Needed only for savings. Will is one of the Shaft's good saves, but it's still never a good idea to shed Wisdom. Cha: The Shaft's spellbinding ability, and what's needed for a number of key skills. Fortunately, the Scald isn't a supreme
caster, so never needs more than 16. More will always help, but 16 is technically enough. 25 Point Buy 20 Point Buy 15 Point Buy Elite Array Str: 14 Dex: 14 Con: 14 Int: 12 Wis: 11 Cha: 15 Str: 14 Dex: 14 Con: 13 Int: 10 Wis: 10 Cha: 15 Str: Str: 15 Str: 15 14 Dex: 12 Con: 13 Int: 10 Wis: 10
Cha: 14 Str: 14 Dex: 12 Con: 13 Int: 10 Wis: 8 Cha: 15 Races Because the Skald is MAD, it's hard to take any ability penalties. If you need to suffer a penalty, adjust your build to place less emphasis on that capability. Dwarf: The penalty for Charisma hurts, and the bonuses to Consutation
and Wisdom don't make up for it. The Dwarf class bonus makes heavy armor a viable high level option for the Shade, but requires you to build choices that don't work to level 10. Eleven: Nothing useful for the Shaft. Gnome: The bonuses to Constitution and Charisma are good for the Shaft,
and the Gnome's affinity for illusions also helps a little. Small size helps with the Shade's AC, and the power cest is offset by Inspired Rage. The Gnome favors class bonus is not very interesting because Concentration is so easy to fix. Half-Eleven: Flexible ability bonus and good social
abilities. Take the Double-Minded Alternative Racial Ability to Boost Your Will Saving, and you Can Shed Wisdom a Little. Use customizability on your favorite type of Export, and it will also apply to all your versatile performance skills. The Half-Eleven favored class bonus offers much-
needed music rounds, and Half-Elves can take the Human Favored class bonus to learn additional play once you have enough Performance rounds to get by the day. Half-Orc: Flexible ability bonus and Darkvision. The Half-Orc favored class bonus offers much-needed music rounds, or
you can take the Human Favored Class bonus to learn additional play. Link: Similar to the Gnome, but with more emphasis on stalking than illusions. The Halfling is an excellent option for thrown weapons. Human: Always a good choice, People get a bonus performance and a free skill rank
to help compensate for the Shade's low skill ranks per level. The flexible ability scoring bonus can go where you need it. The Human Favored Class Bonus improves the Skald's limited number of spells known, which could make the Shade significantly more versatile. Skills Acrobatics (Dex):
Situations. Rating(Int): Too situational. Bluff (Cha): Essential for any face. Climb (Str): Too situational. Diplomacy (Cha): Essential for any face. Escape Artist (Dex): Too Situational. Handle animal (Cha): The Shaft does not have a pet to train. Intimidate (Cha): Essential for any face.
Knowledge (all) (Int): Knowledge is very powerful, and with Bardian Knowledge the Shaft is one of the best Librarirans in the game. Linguistics (Int): Throw Tongues. Perception (Wis): The most rolled skill in the game. Perform (oratorium, percussion, singing, string) (Cha): Essential for your
music abilities. Driving (Dex): The Skald doesn't have a pet to drive. Sentence motive (Show): Essential for any face. Spellcraft (Int): Great for identifying gameplay. Swimming (Str): Too situational. Use Magic Device (Cha): Perhaps the most versatile and powerful skill in the game.
Weapons Basically any martial badge works for the Shade. Armor Celestial Armor (22,400 gp): Unless you have heavy weapons and an agility modifier van at most +5, Celestial Armor is the best armor in the game if all you need from your armor is AC. For more information, check out my
Practical Guide to Celestial Armor. Hidden: Start Armor Heavy A solid boost to your AC, but you can't throw game and hold a weapon. Buckler: A little less AC than a heavy shield, but you can spell without your weapon. Breast plate: The Shed's best armor. Thrastral Full Plate: Heavy
Weapon Skill gets you an extra +2 to AC, but because thradiary heavy armor is so expensive, you might not want it to a very high level. Magic Items Weapons/ Shields Celestial Armor (22,400 gp): Unless you have heavy weapons skill and an agility modifier of at most +5, Celestial armor is
the best armor in the game as all you need from your armor is AC. For more information, check out my Practical Guide to Celestial Armor. Clawhand Shield (8,158 gp): It's a weird item. It's a little more expensive than your typical +2 shield, so it might not be worth the cost compared to a
thratric reader. However, it allows you to perform somatic components by hand holding the shield, meaning you can hold a weapon in your other hand without problem, and because it has no weapons checking punishment or arcane game failure that anyone can use it without problem. The
ability to automatically damage enemies while in a grappling is a useful deterrent to small or physical poor characters, but ion doesn't go looking for excuses to use them. Hero's Hauberk (16,600 gp): Probably not worth the gp cost. Staff It's hard to recommend specific staff without knowing
your individual character, so instead I want to make a general endorsement of the concept of magic staff in Pathfinder. If you're a 3.5 native, go read Pathfinder's rules for staff because they've improved dramatically. Staff are a reliable, rechargeable source of extra spelling that can give
spellings easy and reliable access to spells from their game list they might not want to learn, or what they might use so frequently that they can't prepare the game enough times in a given day. On days when you're not adventurous (travel, rest, etc.) you can easily reboot any staff, even if
you can only bring out one of the spells the staff contains. Contains.
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